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Whatever  may be all  Donald  J.  Trump's  organizational  incompetencies and other
personality faults, it is obvious that he is totally self absorbed.  All revolves around
and for him; all must be a celebration of his identity.  He is Mr. Me [Individual Benefit];
only remotely acquainted with Mr. We [Social Benefit].  He is the perfect embodiment
of the Me First competitive point of view where the only goal is winning so as to prove
one's self worth [by extension, “America First”].  From this perspective, virtually any
behavior is acceptable if it results in “winning” wealth, power, fame.  And since Trump
is “king” in his privately held enterprise, his corporation is essentially himself.  The
brand Trump sells  is  his  name – Trump.   Trump's World is  Trump start  to finish,
beginning to end.  All  ME.  Correspondingly,  loyalty for  Trump amounts to others
supporting  his  total  pursuit  of  self-aggrandizement.   For  Trump,  truth,  facts  and
consistency are irrelevant; all that counts is “dealing” to win or receive applause in the
moment.  And any activity, person or group that detracts from or opposes Trump's
winning deserves to be demeaned and attacked.  Negative epithets and “fake news”
designations are Trump's main weapons.  In essence, Trump resides mostly in the
scattered mind and behavior of a Twitter based early adolescent.  As an adult – and
more alarmingly, a populist, authoritarian, would-be emperor [admirer of Putin and the
Chinese “President for Life”] lurks in Trump just beneath the surface very willing to
suppress the main stream press and to dominate law enforcement and the courts.

Had Trump remained in the private corporate domain, he might have got away with
his unrestrained, fantasy TV pursuit of Mr. Me.  But when he sought and won the
American Presidency, and when he subsequently engaged the We based American
political world as if it is just an extension of his Me Trump World, he has run into
serious  obstacles.   The  larger  American  political  world  does  not  revolve  around
serving Trump's exclusive interests.   In  this  context,  Trump does not  control  and
direct  a)  the  many  interested  parties  that  independently  and  collectively  control
Congress and b) the constitutionally separate Department of Justice.  By continuing
as President to operate as Mr. Me, Trump has invited serious examination of his Me
only competitive behavior in not just the political domain, but – more significantly – in
his private economic/corporate sphere.   The consequence is that  if  collusion with
Russia in the 2016 campaign or obstruction of justice in the post “coronation” period
do not  bring Trump's Me world  down around him,  the discovery of  his  extensive
engagement  in  years  of  money  laundering  for  Russian  oligarchs  to  prop  up  his
otherwise economically unsustainable corporate empire – will.   Mr. Me is about to
discover the power of Mr. We, and the effect is likely to convert Trump from billionaire
celebrity prince to destitute pariah pauper – and perhaps even to convicted felon.
Now cornered, Trump is desperate to sustain his accolade driven Mr. Me.


